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Luxfer to Showcase Lightweight L7X® Medical Cylinders at Hospitalar 2019 

 
Luxfer cylinders designed to deliver outstanding clinical performance and cost savings to 

healthcare industry 

 
Sao Paolo, BRAZIL – May 21, 2019 Luxfer Gas Cylinders, a business unit of Luxfer Holdings PLC (NYSE: 
LXFR) and the world’s largest manufacturer of high-pressure composite and aluminium 
cylinders, will showcase its lightweight L7X® medical cylinders at Hospitalar 2019 in Gaswide’s booth 

#170, Expo Center Norte, Sao Paolo. Gaswide is a Brazil distributor for Luxfer medical cylinders.  

Luxfer’s patented higher-strength L7X alloy medical cylinders offer significant cost savings and 

productivity improvements to the healthcare industry by providing: 

• 50 percent more oxygen capacity  

• 40 percent lighter weight than steel cylinders 

• Higher-pressure filling (up to 3,000 psi or 207 bar) 

• Industry-best 15-year warranty 

• Exceptional durability and corrosion resistance 

“Hospitals are continually looking for solutions that help deliver optimum patient care, while at the 

same time, reducing costs, improving productivity and streamlining operations,” said Rob DuPuis, Vice 

President of Sales, Luxfer Gas Cylinders.  “By significantly increasing a cylinder’s gas capacity while 

maintaining its size and weight, the per patient delivery costs – fuel, vehicle maintenance and labor – of 

L7X medical cylinders are greatly reduced.”  

Holding up to 50 percent more oxygen than conventional medical cylinders, Luxfer estimates that its L7X 

medical cylinders can provide delivery cost savings alone of up to $500 per year, per patient.  Since the 

number of cylinders required to deliver the same oxygen volume can be reduced by up to one-third, 

further cost savings can be realized through reductions in delivery truck and warehouse space, lessened 

equipment handling times and lower cylinder requalification fees. 

“We are excited to work with a global leader and technology pioneer such as Luxfer to demonstrate the 

capabilities of L7X medical cylinders at the Hospitalar show,” said Luciano Bonelli, Gaswide, a Luxfer 

distribution partner based in Brazil.  “L7X medical cylinders are already proven in other parts of the 

world and we are confident that this innovative product will make a similar impact here in Latin 

America.” 

To see Luxfer L7X medical cylinders, visit Gaswide’s booth #170 at Hospitalar.  For more information, 

please visit www.luxfercylinders.com. 

https://www.luxfercylinders.com/
https://www.luxfercylinders.com/products/l7x-aluminum-cylinder-medical
http://www.gaswide.com/
http://www.luxfercylinders.com/
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PRESS CONTACTS: 

Luxfer Gas Cylinders  
Randel Maestre 
randel.maestre@luxfer.com  
Tel: +1 951 341 2202 
 

About Luxfer Gas Cylinders 

Luxfer Gas Cylinders is the world’s largest manufacturer of high-pressure composite and aluminum 

cylinders. More than 70 million Luxfer cylinders in service around the world have an exemplary record 

for dependability and safety in a variety of applications, including firefighter and first-responder life 

support, medical, fire extinguishers, alternative fuel, specialty gas, beverage, aerospace, inflation, scuba 

and performance racing. An operating company of Luxfer Group (NYSE:LXFR), Luxfer Gas Cylinders is 

based in Riverside, California, and has manufacturing facilities in the U.S., England, Canada, France, 

China and India. 

 

About Luxfer Holdings PLC  

Luxfer is a global manufacturer of highly-engineered industrial materials, which focuses on value 
creation by using its broad array of technical knowhow and proprietary technologies. Luxfer’s high-
performance materials, components, and high-pressure gas containment devices are used in defense 
and emergency response, healthcare, transportation, and general industrial applications. For more 
information, visit www.luxfer.com. 
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